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ABSTRACT 

 

The wavelength tuning and proof of concept for electric field sensing capabilities of a double membrane nano-
opto-electro-mechanical system (NOEMS) is characterized and measured. These structures consist of two 
parallel GaAs photonic crystal cavities with oppositely doped p-i-n junction diodes. The cavities are 
symmetrically and anti-symmetrically coupled to photoluminescence (output power 30µW) and tunable 
resonant laser setup (output power 10mW). The built in potential of the devices’ membranes is ~0.2V and have 
varying built-in elastic constant between 1-10 N/m.  The external electric field sensitivity is 116 [V/mm] for 
∆λmin=100 fm resolution measured with photocurrent and modulating the tunable resonant laser. For 
photoluminescence measurement and no modulation the external field sensitivity is 4.2*10

3
 [V/mm] for ∆λmin= 

5 pm resolution. The successful measurement for electric field sensing is the first step to a fully integrated 
fiber-mode end, 15*15 µm

2
 footprint, optical electric field sensor without the need for external electric wiring.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 MOTIVATION 

Many fields of science and engineering require the ability to measure and detect electric fields. For example in 

the food production industry where high electric field pulses (HEFP) could provide an alternative for thermal 

and chemical treatment of food [1]. This technique relies on inducing a potential difference with an external 

electric field, in extracellular and intercellular membranes of biological material. A high voltage generator 

creates electric fields in the order of 10-100 kV/cm [1]. Other application of electric field sensors would be in 

high power cables where network instability investigations can be simplified using an integrated electro optical 

electric field sensor [2]. Most electric field sensors need, or are based on, electric circuits, for example a loop 

antenna (also used for magnetic field sensing) [3].  

A different approach to electric field measurements is to use only optical techniques, showing significant 

advantage to electronic electric field sensors. The exclusive merits consist of smaller size, higher sensitivity and 

very broad bandwidth [4]. One such optical electric field sensor is photonic crystal fibers (PCF) [5]. These PCF’s 

are infiltrated with a section (<1mm) of liquid crystals (LC) which experience a refractive index change when 

subjected to an external electric field resulting in all-fiber sensors that measure electric field strengths. PCF’s 

can measure  electric fields of the order of ~50 V/m [5]. 

For small strength electric fields measurements it is possible to use a LiNbO3 optical sensor [6]. The sensor 

consist of two metal rods, separated by a gap, with an optical modulator in-between. An electric field induces a 

potential difference across the gap. The role of the optical modulator is to convert the voltage to an optical 

signal, which is then analyzed by a photodetector to determine the electric field strength. The configuration 

employs a LiNbO3  electro-optical crystal in combination with an optical fiber and has an increased sensitivity 

when used with a Mach-Zehnder interferometer [6]. The research of [6] showed the LiNbO3 electro-optical 

electric field sensor has a sensitivity of 0.22 mV/m at 50 Hz and 0.079 mV/m at 750 Hz. The drawback of this 

sensory technique is the relatively large scale of the sensor (cm range). This would make it more difficult to 

implement in hardly accessible situation e.g. in high power generator windings.  
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1.2 DEVICE 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Left: Sketch of the NOEMS device. In the middle the suspended optical cavity membrane can be seen. The left two gold plated 

contacts are connected to the QD probe and are used for the photocurrent readout. The right two gold plated contacts are connected to the 

cavity probe and are used for tuning the membrane under reverse bias [7]. Right: Camera image of a device. The gold plated contacts can 

be seen and the cavity membrane in the center.  

The device used in this report is based on nano-opto-electro-mechanical system (NOEMS) with a tunable 

photonic crystal cavity. It consists of two parallel GaAs membranes, separated by an equilibrium distance d0, 

each containing a high Qphotonic crystal optical cavity. See figure 1, left. The two cavities couple evanescently 

which splits the cavity modes into symmetric (s) and antisymmetric (as) super modes (see Chapter {2.7} on 

coupled mode theory). Both membranes contain a p-i-n junction diode. Additionally the upper membrane 

contains a layer of InAs quantum dots (QD), which absorbs at the resonant wavelength. When light from a 

continuous diode laser is used to excite these QD’s, they will preferentially emit a radiation of specific 

wavelength, corresponding to the resonance of the cavity. This confinement of the resonant radiation in the 

cavity will be controlled by the pattern of holes that realize the cavity. If a resonant laser is used, to couple light 

in the resonant mode of the cavity, the QD’s absorption is resonantly enhanced, which leads to an enhanced 

photocurrent in the p-i-n photodiode. The photocurrent, is measured as function of wavelength via a resistor, 

see figure 1 left, and exhibits a sharp peak at the resonant wavelength.  

If a reverse DC bias voltage v, or external electric field, is applied to both membranes, the upper membrane 

moves under the influence of the electrostatic force thus the intermembrane separation distance d changes. 

This actuation can be analyzed from the balance between electrostatic and mechanical restoring forces acting 

on the membrane. The actuation will change the wavelength of the confined resonant modes, so that 

wavelength tuning is realized.  

The device has the advantage of being a fully equipped system for actuation, sensing and read-out. The size of 

only 15*15 µm
2 

makes it possible to integrate it in a photonic chip and use it in many applications.  

2.5 PROJECT DESCRIPTION 

The goal of this project is to investigate the wavelength tuning behavior and electric field sensing capability of 

the NOEMS device in the region of zero bias. It could help pave the way to a future fully integrated optical 

electric field sensor, without the need for electric circuits. In this report two samples are used each containing 

many NOEMS devices, that have each individually engineered properties e.g. different surface area of the 

membranes, position of membrane stress release holes, ohmic or non-ohmic contacts and type of cavity. 

Multiple devices have been tested to reveal the tuning behavior around zero bias. Each of the investigated 

devices have been subjected to systematic photocurrent- wavelength tuning with a strong resonant laser (10 

mW, ~1300nm) and mode profile investigation with a photoluminescence (PL) setup. The electric field 
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measurement is conducted with a single finger probe to form an external uniform parallel electric field and the 

resonant laser. 

This report is constructed of two parts. Part I presents the bachelor end project investigation of the tuning 

characterization around zero and forward bias of the devices. Part II will present the bachelor end project 

extension, with the goal to investigate the requirements, experimental configuration and model for the study 

of electric field sensitivity and measurement. Part I is constructed as follows: Chapter 2 introduces the 

necessary physics underlying photonic crystal theory; Chapter 3 gives a detailed model of the electric and 

mechanical forces describing the actuation and wavelength tuning of the electromechanical structure; Chapter 

4 gives a (short) overview of the production methods for NOEMS; Chapter 5 describes the experimental 

methods; then Chapter 6 presents the found experimental results and analysis, Chapter 7 presents the 

conclusion and discussion . Part II continues by introducing an electric field model in Chapter 9;  Chapter 10 

analyses the parameters of the model, Chapter 11 presents an experimental proposition, Chapter 12 presents 

the found experimental results and conclusion and finally ending with the outlook of chapter 13. 
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2.THEORY 

2.1 PHOTONIC CRYSTAL THEORY 

Photonic crystals (PhC) consist out of mixed homogenous dielectric media ε, constructed in various 

arrangements, described as a function of the Cartesian position vector r: ε(r).The electromagnetic behavior of 

light propagating through the photonic crystal is governed by the classical Maxwell equations. These equations 

are linear, and thus in analogy with quantum mechanics, can be separated into time and spatial dependence by 

expanding the fields into a set of harmonic modes of the steady state magnetic fields H. Then the problem is 

reduced to a eigenvalue problem known as the master equation (me): 

∇ × (
1

(𝑟)
∇ × 𝐻(𝑟)) = (

𝜔

𝑐
)2𝐻(𝑟)    (2.1) 

The master equation is of major importance because it forms the basis to find H(r) given a certain dielectric 

media ε(r). When H(r) is known it is possible to derive E(r) from  the curl equation:  

∇ × 𝐻(𝑟) + 𝑖𝜔휀0휀(𝑟)𝐸(𝑟) = 0   (2.2) 

⇒ 𝐸(𝑟) =
𝑖

𝜔 0 (𝑟)
∇ × 𝐻(𝑟)   (2.3) 

For more complex ε(r) and boundary conditions it is only possible to solve equation (2.1) numerical to find the 

mode frequencies [8]. 

Symmetry of a system directly influences the behavior in any physical system. This also holds for photonic 

crystals with a periodicity in the permittivity distribution ε(r) = ε(r±R) with R an integer multiple of the lattice 

constant: R=k*a, with k an integer. [photonics book]. 

A photonic crystal can have discrete periodicity in all three directions, or more general the function H can be 

expressed as a function of the vector r: 

𝐻𝑘 = 𝑒𝑖𝑘∙𝑟𝑢𝑘(𝑟)     (2.4) 

Where k is called the Bloch wave vector and uk a periodic function of the lattice with the property: uk(r)= uk(r+R) 

and R a multiple integer of the lattice constant a. This vector k lies in the so called reciprocal lattice, which is 

the Fourier Transformation space of the crystal lattice. Equation (2.4) is also known as a Bloch State and is the 

product of a plane wave in free space modulated by a periodic function uk; originating from the periodic PhC 

lattice. Considering the wave vectors kn and kn+mb, with n the three dimensional lattice direction and m an 

integer and equation (2.4) it is easy to see that these two wave vectors are in fact identical. Concluding that any 

wave vector that differs by b=2π/a are identical and cannot be distinguished. Therefore the modes  frequencies 

ω are also periodic and thus only the wavevectors in the range –π/a<kn< π/a need to be considered. This region 

of kn is also known as the first Brillouin zone [9]. 
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2.2 CRYSTAL STRUCTURE AND PROPERTIES 

 

Figure 2. Sketch of a one dimensional multilayer PhC. The dielectric function ε(z) varies only alongside one axis, the z direction. The layers 

(blue and green) are separated at a distance a, each layer with a different dielectric constant [9].  

The simplest photonic crystal structure is the 1D multilayer film. The structure is made of alternating layers of 

material with different dielectric constants ε, see figure 2. It has the important property of localizing light when 

defects are present in the material. It is considered one dimensional because the dielectric function ε(z) varies 

only alongside the z direction. This in turn leads to the symmetry arguments of the electromagnetic modes 

described in the previous section. In this 1D PhC the modes are classified by using wave vectors in the plane: k|| 

and in the z direction: kz. Through symmetry these limit the electromagnetic modes that can exist within the 

crystal [9].  

2.3 PHOTONIC BANDGAP 

Again continuing with the simplest model; the 1D periodic variation of the dielectric function of figure 2. This 

crystalline structures contain a discrete (but infinite) number of plane wave-like terms, each corresponding to a 

vector in the previously mentioned reciprocal lattice [10]. The periodic dielectric function can then also be 

expanded in such a way. The result is a wave vector as function of energy. Now there are certain energy ranges 

where no pure real solution exist of the wave equation. This means that the wavevector has a non-vanishing 

imaginary part, resulting in no propagation of that specific wave vector through the crystal. The phenomenon 

for which the range of energies where k is no longer real, is called the stop band or bandgap [Lopez], see figure 

3. Another way of seeing the bandgap is the solution where the frequency ω does not correspond with a Bloch 

state [8]. When the energy dispersion is plotted as a function of the wavevector k, it becomes clear that there 

are two solutions of frequency per wavevector k: above and below the bandgap. [10]. The biggest contributor 

to the size of the bandgap is the (absolute) difference in the dielectric constant between the layers. If this 

difference increases, so does the width of the gap.  
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Figure (3) shows three 𝜔𝑛(𝑘)  band structures for three different multilayer films. The left shows a 

configuration where all layers of the material have the same dielectric constant. In this case no band gap is 

created within the material. The middle plot shows the structure for which there are alternating sets of 

dielectric constants: 12 and 13. This induces only a small bandgap because the difference (absolute value) 

between both dielectric constants is relatively small. The right plot shows the band gap configuration for which 

there is a large absolute contrast in dielectric constant: 13 and 1. Air has the dielectric constant of 1. This 

indeed shows an large band gap [9].  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3. Bandgap for three different multilayer films. Left: same dielectric constant (ε=13), thus no bandgap is created. Middle: A small 
difference in dielectric material (12 and 13) creates a very small bandgap. Right: very large bandgap due to large absolute dielectric 
difference (13 and 1) between layers [9].  

2.4 SCALING  

When comparing electron solid state physics to photonic crystal physics there is (one) major difference: there is 

no length scale involved for photons. They do not adhere to the Bohr radius, unlike electrons. This makes it 

possible to scale photonic crystals: resizing the system changes the underlying energy spectrum independent of 

size, in units of c/a. Here c is the speed of light and a the lattice constant. This is also related to scaling the 

dielectric function ε. When one would scale a dielectric function ε(r) by a factor: 휀′(𝑟) = 휀(𝑟)/𝑠2,it results in 

the spectra ω’ scaling of: 𝜔′ = 𝑠𝜔 [10]. 

2.5 2D PHOTONIC CRYSTALS 

Two dimensional photonic crystals (2D PhC) are periodic in two of its axes while being homogeneous in the 

third. There are multiple ways of creating 2D PhCs; e.g. a square lattice of dielectric columns or 2D triangular 

cavities. The photonic bandgap of the system prevents light from propagating in any direction within the plane 

[9]. In order to allow localized modes to exists within a 2D PhC it is required to introduce defects. In these 

defects it is possible for the localized modes to have frequencies within the band gap. There can be multiple 

defects within a crystal; point defects, line defects and even the surface is to be considered a defect of the 

crystal because the translational symmetry is broken. Because the localized modes are still forbidden outside 

the defect --they exist within the band gap-- the light is considered to be confined within the defect. This 

situation is called a photonic crystal cavity (PCC) [8, 11]. These cavities, if of the right size, have effectively 

reflective surfaces, and thus light cannot escape. Figure (4) shows a triangular pattern of a 2D PhC where air 

columns are introduced [9].  
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Figure 4. Air columns in a dielectric slab (2D). The columns have a dielectric constant of ε=1. The inset on the left shows the hole pattern 

with red being the unit cell, a the lattice constant and r the radius of the holes [9].  

2.6 DOUBLE MEMBRANE NOEMS 

The device design used in this report [Courtesy of Z. Zobenica, MSc.] is designed according to a 2D double 

membrane with both containing a triangular hole pattern. See figure (1 and 4). In the center of the hole pattern 

a cavity defect is introduced, by “removing” and modifying few of the holes. It can be shown that for the 

triangular air hole pattern only modes with the electric field in the plane of the membrane and the magnetic 

field perpendicular to it have a bandgap. This is the so called TE (transverse electric) bandgap. The basic 

motivation for the use of the double membrane devices lies in the changing of the refractive index of the 2D 

photonic crystal cavity via vertical electromechanical displacement. If the membranes are close enough to each 

other (e.g. 200 nm); the evanescent part of the mode electromagnetic field, extending out of the membranes, 

couples both membrane modes, resulting in an energy splitting of the two decoupled modes: symmetric (s) and 

antisymmetric (a.s), see figure 5 [8]. The origin of this can be found in the Coupled Mode Theory (CMT) and is 

discussed in the following Chapter {2.7}. The intermembrane distance between both membranes can be 

controlled by electromechanical actuation, in turn by setting a bias DC voltage to the photonic crystal cavity 

membranes. The resulting electrostatic and elastic force will control the vertical tuning behavior of the system, 

see Chapter {3}. This change in intermembrane distance causes a mode (wavelength) tuning of up to 25 

nanometers for ~5 V applied bias in the current device design.  
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2.7 COUPLED MODE THEORY 

 

Figure 5. Two decoupled modes displayed in black dotted line denoted 𝛷1and 𝛷2. The vertical blue bars indicate the two dielectric slabs of 

equal thickness t. They are separated at an intermembrane distance d. Below are the two coupled modes displayed; the symmetric (red) and 

anti-symmetric mode (blue) [8].  

The two cavity modes can be modeled as two coupled lossless, dielectric resonator slabs [12]. They have 

frequencies of ωa,b. The amplitude of both resonators can be designated as a and b respectively. The time 

dependence is designated as exp(jωat) and  exp(jωbt). Both resonators obey the following differential equation: 

𝑑𝑎

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑗𝜔𝑎     (2.5) 

𝑑𝑏

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑗𝜔𝑏     (2.6) 

The coupling (considered to be weak) between both resonators induces a change in their time dependence: 

𝑑𝑎

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑗𝜔𝑎 + 𝑗𝜔𝜅𝑎,𝑏𝑏    (2.7) 

𝑑𝑏

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑗𝜔𝑏 + 𝑗𝜔𝜅𝑏,𝑎𝑎    (2.8) 

with 𝜅 the coupling coefficient. The total energy W of the system is conserved and thus can be written as: 

𝑊 = |𝑎|2 + |𝑏|2.     (2.9) 

Because the coupling is considered to be lossless the energy conservation can be, from (2.7) and (2.8), written 

as: 

𝑑

𝑑𝑡
(|𝑎|2 + |𝑏|2) = 𝑗𝜅𝑎,𝑏𝑎∗𝑏 + 𝑗𝜅𝑏,𝑎𝑏∗𝑎 − 𝑗𝜅𝑎,𝑏

∗𝑎𝑏∗ − 𝑗𝜅𝑏,𝑎
∗𝑏𝑎∗ = 0,  (2.10) 

and this can only be true if 𝜅𝑎,𝑏 = 𝜅𝑏,𝑎
∗ = 𝜅. From this and using equation (2.7), (2.8) and (2.10) to find the 

frequency ω the following expression is found: 

𝜔𝑎𝑠,𝑠 = �̅� ± √(
∆𝜔

2
)

2

+ 𝜅2.   (2.11) 

These are the mode frequencies for the symmetric (s) and anti-symmetric modes (a.s.) and with �̅� the average 

frequency and ∆𝜔 accounting for the possible detuning of the two uncoupled cavities. If the two resonators are 
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of equal thickness, equal photonic crystal cavities (ωa= ωb = ω0) and dielectric constant equation (2.11) can be 

simplified to: 

𝜔𝑎𝑠,𝑠 = 𝜔0 ± 𝜅     (2.12) 

The symmetric and anti-symmetric modes can be seen in figure (5) [8]. Between both membranes air is 

present. This means no change in dielectric constant in this region and thus the contribution to the coupling 

constant 𝜅 is zero. If the evanescent  field of one mode (s or a.s.) extends into the other respective membrane, 

a coupling is expected. This effect is stronger when the membranes are closer to each other. 𝜅 depends 

exponentially, by approximation, on the intermembrane distance d: 

𝜅 ≅ 𝐴𝑒−𝛾𝑑      (2.13) 

With 𝛾 the spatial decay of the evanescent field and the constant A which can be calculated numerically given a 

certain in-plane mode profile and membrane thickness [12].  

2.8 QUANTUM DOTS 

Quantum dots (QDs) are artificial (three-dimensional) nanoscale (~ 10 nm) semiconductor crystal structures 

that show close similarity in behavior to atoms. The quantum dot confines electrons and holes within the 

semiconductor material to a size corresponding to the De Broglie wavelength. Because of this size the carrier is 

confined to the quantum regime. This means the carrier is influenced by the boundary conditions of the QD 

particle and in turn the carrier adjusts its corresponding energy spectrum. When the QD size is decreased the 

energy gap increases. This so called quantum confinement leads to a collapse of the continuous energy band of 

the bulk material and forms discrete energy levels. This behavior of forming discrete energy levels is why 

quantum dots are often revered to as ‘artificial atoms’. This similarity is even more backed by the behavior of 

excitation and recombination of electron-hole carriers from and to the valence and conduction band [13]. 

Electron-hole pairs can be electrically or optically generated into higher energy states, for example by pumping 

light with an energy above the energy bandgap of the material around the QD [8]. These electron-hole pairs 

can recombine and decay. The QDs are grown using a Stranksi-Krastanov method in the Molecular Beam 

Epitaxy (MBE) machine.   
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3.MODELING 

3.1 ELECTRIC AND MECHANICAL MODEL OF THE STRUCTURE 

The goal of this model is to present the relation between the applied DC bias voltage 𝑣 and the resulting 

resonant mode wavelength λ. This would give insight into the built in potential (vbi) of the diode and in turn to 

the surface charge behavior of the membranes of the electromechanical structure.  

The wavelength tuning of the devices is measured around zero bias. This results in very little change in the 

intermembrane distance d. The intermembrane equilibrium distance d0 is around 240 nm and is the situation 

when no bias is applied to the membranes and no built-in field would exist. The lower membrane can be 

viewed as fixed, the upper membrane as a vertical displacement membrane. When a small bias is applied to 

the membranes, the introduction of an electrostatic force Fel will result in a small change of the intermembrane 

distance (𝛿𝑑). The electrostatic force results from the accumulation of opposite charges on both membranes: 

holes and electrons in the n and p doped regions, respectively. In turn the upper membrane will resist this 

displacement, by a certain extent, and can be modeled with an internal spring force: the elastic force Fk. When 

the bias is removed from the membranes, the elastic force will restore the original equilibrium position of the 

two membranes (d0) [8, 14]. 

The electrostatic force, resulting from an potential V can be written as: 

𝐹𝑒𝑙(𝑑) = − 0𝑆𝑉2

2(𝑑+𝛿𝑑)2,    (3.1) 

with S being the surface area of the membranes [m
2
], 휀0 the vacuum space dielectric constant, V the potential 

in the electromechanical structure, d the intermembrane distance and 𝛿𝑑  the change in intermembrane 
distance. In turn elastic force is equilibrium can be written as: 

𝐹𝑘(𝑑) = 𝑘(𝑑0 − 𝑑) = 𝑘δ𝑑   (3.2) 

with k being the elastic constant [N/m] and d0 the equilibrium position.  

Because the tuning is investigated around zero applied bias, the model can be approximated to be in 
equilibrium position, with only very small displacements in the intermembrane distance. It can be understood 
that at equilibrium the elastic force equals the electrostatic force. Thus Fel can be approximated with a Taylor 
expansion around d0: 

𝐹𝑒𝑙(𝑑) = − 0𝑆𝑉2

2(𝑑0+𝛿𝑑)2 ≅
1

2

0𝑆𝑉2

𝑑0
2 (1 + 2

𝑑−𝑑0

𝑑0
)  (3.3) 

This equilibrium results in, as a function of 𝛿𝑑 ≡ 𝑑 − 𝑑0: 

1

2
𝐶𝑉2 (1 + 2

𝛿𝑑

𝑑0
) = −𝑘𝛿𝑑    (3.4) 

with: 

𝐶 ≡ 0𝑆

𝑑0
2      (3.5) 

The potential of the device, 𝑉, of the electromechanical structure is equal to the difference between the 
applied bias 𝑣 and the build in potential 𝑣𝑏𝑖:  

𝑉 = 𝑣 − 𝑣𝑏𝑖      (3.6) 

When the intermembrane distance changes, the coupled mode(s) and (a.s) will change their wavelength. This is 
simulated in figure (5) [7] and derived from the coupled mode theory of {2.7}.  
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Figure 5. Intermembrane separation distance d for both symmetric (red) anti-symmetric (blue) modes. This splitting of the modes is 
described by the coupled mode theory of {2.7} [7].  

Around zero bias the mode wavelength λ can then be approximated as: 

λ = λ0 +
𝑑λ

𝑑𝑑
𝛿𝑑     (3.7) 

with λ0 the equilibrium separation mode wavelength and 
𝑑λ

𝑑𝑑
 the derivative of figure (5) around 240 nm equal to 

±
1

8
[nm/nm]. Solving both equations (3.4) and (3.7) for 𝛿𝑑 and then solving for λ results in: 

λ = λ0 +
𝑑λ

𝑑𝑑

0𝑆

2𝑘𝑑0
2 (𝑣 − 𝑣𝑏𝑖)

2.   (3.8) 

This is the final model which provides the relation between the applied bias voltage 𝑣 and the wavelength λ, 
for a.s. modes. For s-modes the plus sign simply changes into a minus sign. This model can then be fitted 
through wavelength-voltage tuning data (see {5} and {6}) to find 𝑣𝑏𝑖  and compare this value to the expected 
value for the built in potential being close to that of the GaAs bandgap: ±1.2V. See for a more in-depth 
discussion of the built in potential Chapter {6.3}.  
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4. DESIGN OF THE NOEMS 

4.1 FABRICATION 

The integrated circuit (IC) industry has led to the development of many advanced microfabrication and 

manufacturing techniques, profoundly based on silicon and silicon dioxides [15]. For the production of micro or 

nano-opto-electromechanical systems it is required to produce movable and suspended structures on the 

micrometer scale. The field of MOEMS has driven this development in a refined way, tailored to the advanced 

requirements of producing MOEMS with materials often not used in the IC industry. Conventional IC 

techniques and processes consist of photolithography, evaporation and reactive ion etching. Materials used are 

silicon, silicon dioxide and aluminum [16]. In the field of MOEMS, techniques are based on anisotropic wet 

etching and surface micromachining [8].  

4.1.1 PHOTOLITHOGRAPHY 

Photolithography, figure 6, starts with using a substrate material and geometry that needs to be constructed 

on the substrate (a). For the substrate it is common to use a silicon crystal wafer of around 10 cm in diameter, 

although it is possible to use different materials and dimensions when different purposes are required. This 

substrate is coated with a photosensitive polymer called a photoresist (b). In order to bring the geometry on 

the surface, a mask is used (c). This mask consist of a transparent material with a precise and well defined 

opaque pattern on top. This opaque pattern will cast dark (shadow) regions on the photoresist when 

illuminated with a strong UV light source. The material that receives exposure to the UV light will alter its 

chemical properties. The wafer and its exposed photoresist are immersed in a solution of chemical etchant 

which only removes the exposed regions (d). After drying, the previous steps of exposure and etching can be 

repeated to build increasingly detailed structures of multiple layers. As a final step the photoresist is removed. [ 

16]. 

 

 

     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6. Consecutive steps in the process of lithography. [16] 
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4.1.2 SURFACE AND BULK MICROMACHINING 

 

 

        

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7. Left: Schematic process of surface micromachining. Right:  Result of bulk micromachining in which the substrate is also formed 
into structures. [16, 8]. 

Surface micromachining is a method by which thin layers –1 to 100 µm—are deposited in a certain sequence. 
Then by selectively removing the so called sacrificial layer, overhanging structures can be produced. These 
structures are of great importance in dynamic MOEMS and NOEMS devices. The remaining structures are also 
known as structural layers [16]. Metallic layers – e.g. gold -- are often deposited to make contacts for 
electromechanical tenability and read-out [8]. Figure 7, left shows the surface micromachining approach with 
the overhanging layer visible.  

Bulk micromachining is different from surface micromachining because the substrate material -- usually single 
crystal silicon-- is in this technique also patterned and formed to create components of the device. In surface 
micromachining and other techniques, the substrate material only functions as a rigid base for the components 
on top. It is also possible to etch layers with different selectivity [8, 16]. Figure 7 shows the difference between 
both techniques.  

4.2 DEVICE INTEGRATION 

The advances in producing NOEMS and NOEMS devices  could have a great impact, not only for electric field 
sensing but also for many other fields of micro sensors. The possibility of NOEMS to have electric read out 
possibilities as well as optical read-out make them so commercially attractive [16]. The goal of this report is to 
investigate the possibility of an all-optical read out electric field sensor, with the ultimate aim to implement it 
as a fiber tip sensor. But also when electric wiring is acceptable, there are many other application and device 
designs available. Note that the design of the devices is very specific per application. 

One application would be by using a NEMS device as a strain gauge sensor. These sensors are used to 
transduce a mechanical force into an electrical signal. Traditional this is done with metallic based sensors that 
measure the change in resistance when a force (strain) is applied. But semiconductor materials can change 
their resistance by strain under a much larger range (10  to 100 times [17]). A possible design for a NEMS would 
be a deflecting membrane under strain [16].  

Another application would be in thermal sensing by controlling the design of their thermal conductance. A 
chemical, or biochemical, sensor is one more attractive option, to detect  components of substances present 
near the device. This can be achieved by using a membrane coated with a material that will selectively bind to 
specific ions or molecules of the desired substance. The binding will change the mass of the membrane and in 
turn the resonant frequency of the mechanical membrane [16], or the refractive index and thereby the 
resonant wavelength. A proven [16] design uses a long coated cantilever and measures the shift in resonance. 
These devices are sensitive to temperature fluctuations and selectivity control of the binding properties.  
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5 EXPERIMENTAL METHODS 

As described in section {2.6} and {3.1} the electro-optical measurements of the tunable cavities give 

information about the wavelength-voltage tuning and is instrumental in finding the tuning characteristics 

behavior of the device. Each device has specific mode profiles and cavity spectra originating from the type of 

cavity constructed on the membranes. These cavity spectra can be investigated via a room temperature 

photoluminescence setup (PL). By applying a DC bias voltage to the membranes via electrical probes, a shift in 

mode wavelength can be detected with PL and fitted with the model of (3.8). 

The wavelength-voltage tuning is also investigated by coupling a tunable resonant laser on top of the cavity and 

measuring the photocurrent read-out as function of the laser wavelength under bias. [7].    

In the following experiments two types of samples are used designated Z884 and Z1028 (ohmic contacts). Each 

sample has multiple devices present on the substrate, placed in rows (called A,B, C etc). The devices have 

different design parameters like surface area, place and size of stress release holes and cavity type.  

5.1 PHOTOLUMINESCENCE 

       

        

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8. Left: Schematic overview of the PL setup. Right: Schematic setup of the photocurrent measurement with the probes attached to 

the device gold plated contacts. Note: between the laser beam and the optical fiber the same optical setup from the schematic setup on the 

left is used. Finally note that the structures are not on scale.  

The PL setup, see figure 8, consist of a continuous diode laser (CW laser, λ = ±780nm), which is guided through 

a near-infrared microscope objective. The QD’s in the upper membranes’ cavity are excited and radiate light 

with a wavelength around 1300 nm and are used as an integrated light source. In order to physically see and 

accurately position the sample an external visible light source is used. This light is detected via a CCD camera. 

The PL induced light is collected back through the same objective and into a dichromatic mirror. This 

dichromatic mirror acts as a low pass filter; allowing to pass longer PL emission wavelengths from the sample 
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and removes the shorter wavelengths from the laser and other interference light sources. The PL light is 

transmitted by a multimode optical fiber into free space towards the spectrometer (Acton SP500i). The 

spectrometer contains an InGaAs array, cooled to minus 90 degrees using liquid nitrogen. 

The PL spectrum can only be investigated between roughly 1245-1370 nm because of the emission of the QDs. 

This means that any mode outside this region cannot be detected. The PL result, and thus the modes of the 

cavity, is acquired by the spectrometer which produces the result in counts per wavelength [nm].  

The intensity of the spectrum heavily depends on the accuracy of the laser placement on the cavity. To control 

this the sample is placed on a movable platform (manipulator) that can translate in the XYZ direction. For fine 

tuning piezo electric movers are used to accurately position the laser beam on the cavity. 

5.2 ELECTRO-OPTICAL SETUP 

5.2.1 PL ELECTRO-OPTICAL SETUP 

Both samples --one at a time-- are placed on a metal sample holder and held in position via a clamp. To set a 

bias to the membranes of each device, two electric probes are placed on the cavity and QD’s connected 

respective gold plated contacts, see figure (1, right). There are two types of probes: a ground-signal and 

ground-signal-ground configuration. The former is used in the connection of the cavity, the latter for the QD’s 

contact. The cavity probe is then connected via a 10kΩ resistance to a voltage source (Yokokawa GS200) and 

the QD diode probe via a 30kΩ resistance to a voltage meter (Keithley 2000). The PL laser is placed on the 

cavity as described in {5.1}. The measurements are performed by taking the PL spectra at different bias 

voltages [e.g. -0.5V to +1.0V] at 0.1V intervals. See figure 8, right for a schematic overview.  

5.2.2 PHOTOCURRENT ELECTRO-OPTICAL SETUP 

Again the same electrical setup of {5.2.1} is used but now the PL setup is replaced with a tunable resonant 

laser. The photocurrent is measured with LabVIEW software --written by Z. Zobenica, MSc—and is used to 

acquire the data from the Keithley 2000 voltage meter and control the tunable resonant laser (Santec) around 

the investigated mode wavelength. The wavelength interval is set to: ∆λ= 0.05nm for each applied bias [-0.5V 

to +1.0V] at 0.1V intervals. 

A resonant laser (Santec, ~1300nm) is coupled to the cavity perpendicular to the membrane plane. The laser 

induces a photocurrent through the QD’s of the upper membrane. The laser diode power is set to 10mW. This 

strong laser power makes it possible to create saturation of the laser light in the CCD camera, making a visible, 

clear spot on the computer screen. This has the advantage of making it visually possible to align the laser beam 

on the cavity. See figure 8, left for a schematic overview of the setup.  
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6 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

6.1 PHOTOLUMINESCENCE 

        

 

        

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9. Left: PL spectra for the cavity modes of device A4 of sample Z884 with an integration time of 4s. Clearly individual modes (s and 

a.s.) can be seen. Right: Anti-symmetric mode tuning of device A4  of sample Z884. The bias is set from -0.5V to +1.0V in increments of 0.1V. 

At each bias the PL spectrum is taken. Note that the built in potential for this method and device is not the same (actually  larger) than for 

photocurrent measurements. This is described more in-depth in Chapter {6.2}.  

Figure (9, left) shows a cavity mode spectrum for device A4 of sample Z884. It is clear that individual modes 

(symmetric and anti-symmetric) are present. This PL is taken at zero bias. The symmetric modes are often less 

visible (lower intensity) than the anti-symmetric counterpart. When simulating the mode spectra this is not 

observed because both cases should equally well couple to the QD’s cavity {see CMT}. This can be explained, 

however, because both membranes are not equally thick –upper membrane 185 nm and lower 170 nm thick-- 

which creates an unbalanced far field  [8]. The PL ‘s are only taken for sample Z884 as problems with the PL 

setup occurred making it difficult to get a high enough signal to noise ratio (SNR). Unfortunately this problem 

could not be fixed. The photocurrent measurement is more sensitive than the PL, while also the PL setup 

(InGaAs array) has a relatively low resolution of ±0.2nm. Therefore to pinpoint with higher accuracy the 

resonant wavelength mode peak of each device, the photocurrent method was used {5.2.2}. Comparing the 

experimental tuning curve with the model of equation (3.8) insight is obtained in the built in potential of the 

device.  

The PL spectrum wavelength tuning is shown in figure (9, right). This PL spectrum is acquired from sample 

Z884, device A4. The cavity mode (antisymmetric) can be seen even when it is not near the maximum of the QD 

emission spectrum because of its coupling to the tails of the spectrally broad emission of the QDs [8]. By 

applying a reverse bias across the membranes the cavity shows a red shift of  0.5 nm over a 0.5 V range 

(negative bias), at room temperature T=300K. Pull in occurs at around -1.5V, which would destroy the device 

cavity actuation capability and thus prohibit further measurements.  
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6.2 MODEL RESULTS 

                 

    

Figure 10. Right: Sample Z1028, device E5. Photocurrent mode peak for three different bias values: -0.5V, 0V and +0.5V. Clearly a small 

tuning can be seen --by the wavelength shift of the modes-- of ±0.06nm over ±0.5V bias change. Left: Fit of model (3.8) for PL measured 

device A4, Z884. Clearly the built in potential is higher than devices measured with the photocurrent setup.  

Figure 10, right shows the modes photocurrent [nA] as function of the wavelength [nm]. There is a background 

photocurrent present ( ~5 nA) caused by the absorption of non-resonant QDs. Also in some devices there is a 

very low peak signal present (~25 nA)  which  is due to poor coupling. One reason for this may be due to not 

accurately aligning the laser beam on the cavity, not focusing the laser beam enough on the cavity and losing 

laser power in the optical components. The wavelength tuning can be seen in the horizontal change in position 

of the mode spectra. In order to determine the wavelength value at the maximum, λc, of the modes at different 

applied bias, a Lorentz function has been fitted:  

𝐼 = 𝐼0 +
2𝐴

𝜋

𝑤

4(𝜆−𝜆𝑐)2+𝑤2   (6.1) 

With I the current [nA], I0 the offset current [nA], A the area, w the width of the peak, λ the wavelength [nm] 

and λc the wavelength peak maximum. The modes have been fitted in the program Origin. The resonant 

wavelength are plotted as function of DC bias.   

        

Figure 11. Sample Z884, device E7. Wavelength tuning data as function of applied DC bias [V], fitted with the model described in eq. (3.8). 

The error bars are very small because the fit from equation (6.1) is very accurate.    
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The wavelength tuning of figure (11) has been fitted with the model of equation (3.8). The wavelength coupling 

parameter 𝑑λ/𝑑𝑥 = 
1

8
  is determined from figure (5) at the intermembrane distance of 240 nm. The fit is 

displayed in figure (11) which shows good accuracy between the theoretical model of (3.8) and the 

experimental data. This device is found to have a built in potential --of the GaAs membranes--  𝑣𝑏𝑖 = 0.16 ± 

0.007 V. See the Appendix, table 4 for more values for  𝑣𝑏𝑖 . 

For all measured devices 𝑣𝑏𝑖 lies in the order of ~0.2V. This is much lower than the expected value of the GaAs 

bandgap ~1.2V. But when the wavelength tuning is measured with PL, figure 10 left, the built in potential was 

found to be larger (~0.5 - 0.6 V), see Chapter {6.3}. Unfortunately the PL measurements could not be continued 

on sample Z884 and Z1028 as explained in the previous Chapter {6.1}. The spring constant of the device from 

figure 11 is found to be: k = 2.73 ± 0.09 N/m. This is relatively low and means a relatively highly flexible 

membrane. This can be explained due to the large cavity membrane (or bridge) effective surface area of 128 

µm
2
 (see table (2). Part II will go more into detail for the meaning of the device parameters for electric field 

sensing.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 12. Failed wavelength tuning plot of device D4, sample Z1028.  

Not all devices measured on both samples showed successful or good wavelength tuning behavior. The device 

of figure 12 clearly shows a failed wavelength tuning above 0.5 V DC bias. This could be due to a slight change 

in laser position of the cavity. Another possibility is the buckling of the membrane meaning that it can no 

longer actuate as before (effective increase in spring constant).  

6.3 SURFACE CHARGES AND BUILT IN POTENTIAL 

As described in the previous Chapter the built in potential is significantly lower than the bandgap of GaAs. The 

built in potential arises from the difference in potential across the depletion region(s) (or measured difference 

in work function). It is modified by charging of the dielectrics on the surface and band bending due to surface 

states [18]. The cavity holes in the membranes are in fact introduced defects to the dielectric crystal, which can 

(negatively) influence the surface states. This would mean the built in potential cannot in fact be equal to that 
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of bulk GaAs, but it also is assumed not to be as low as measured (~0.1V). In the PL measurements of {6.2} it 

becomes clear that some devices have a higher built in potential (0.5- 0.6 V). This would imply that the method 

of measurement has significant influence on the built in potential.  This could originate from the presence of 

defects on the surface of the photonic crystal membranes. 

7. CONCLUSION 

Many fields of science and engineering require the ability to measure and detect electric fields. A novel 

approach is to use only optical techniques, showing significant advantage to electronic electric field sensors. 

The exclusive merits consist of smaller size, higher sensitivity and very broad bandwidth. The device presented 

in this report is an integrated nano-opto-electro-mechanical system (NOEMS) sensor. The device has the ability 

to detect wavelength/displacement shift through photoluminescence and photocurrent measurements. The 

wavelength tuning can be controlled through electrostatic-mechanical actuation of the coupled photonic 

crystal membranes. In this report, the characterization of wavelength tuning around zero DC bias is presented. 

A model was introduced to successfully describe the wavelength tuning behavior. The measurement gave 

insight into the built in potential of the device and showed that there is a discrepancy between the expected 

value (for GaAs ~1.2 V) and the found value ~0.2 V. This could originate from the presence of defects on the 

surface of the photonic crystal membranes. This has to be experimentally tested and in this report no 

conclusive evidence for this case is given.  

The model also gave insight in the internal spring constant of the membranes which in-turn show how well or 

bad the membranes can actuate under bias. This value has its importance found in the calculation for the 

electric field sensitivity of the devices and will be described in part II. 

The successful detection of wavelength tuning can now be extrapolated to the measurement of electric fields 

which is the goal of part II of this report. The electric field measurements could help pave the way to a future 

fully integrated optical electric field sensor, without the need for electric circuits. 
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8. INTRODUCTION 

The bachelor end project extension has the goal to investigate the requirements, expand the experimental 

configuration and model results for the study of electric field sensitivity and measurement using a  nano-opto –

electro-mechanical-system (NOEMS) device. The device (figure 1, part I) is an integrated nanophotonic sensor 

that is able to detect wavelength shifts of a resonant double membrane photonic crystal optical cavity by 

vertical actuation of one of the membranes.   

From the BEP study, part I, it is clear that the NOEMS devices have a built in voltage of 0.1 to 0.2V. This means 

that the devices could be used for electric field sensing without the need for external electric wiring. This BEP 

extension project will focus on measuring the NOEMS devices electric field sensing capabilities.  

If a reverse bias v, or external electric field, is applied to both membranes, the upper membrane will be 

displaced vertically and thus changes the separation distance z.  This actuation can be explained with the 

electrostatic and elastic forces which will result in a new equilibrium position when both forces are equal. The 

same behavior occurs when the devices are subjected to an external, sufficiently strong electric field.  

The ultimate goal of the proposed integrated nanophotonic NOEMS sensor would be to combine it with a 

single mode optical fiber and the NOEMS device positioned on its perpendicular cleaved surface. This µm scale 

NOEMS fiber-optic sensor with all optic read out could be employed in difficult to reach situations, without the 

need for electrical wiring [7].  
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9. MODELING 

The goal of this model is to find the minimal value of the external electric field Eext that can be measured, i.e. 

the electric field that causes minimal wavelength shift  ∆𝜆𝑚𝑖𝑛 that can be detected. This value Eext can then be 

used to determine the feasibility for electric field sensing capabilities of the NOEMS device without using a 

connected electric (read out) system. For the model, we assume the device is subjected to a uniform electric 

field perpendicular to the membrane. This would be an ideal situation, but not necessarily that of a practical, 

‘out of the lab’ situation.  

The NOEMS devices used in this study operate with a very high wavelength resolution ∆λmin, possibly in the few 

femtometer per root Herz range of bandwidth. This sensitivity is of great importance because it would allow 

the design and construction of an µm scale, all-optical electric field sensor.  

The electro opto mechanical structure is depicted in figure (1) The structure consist of a GaAs-AlGaAs-GaAs, p-i-

n junction diode with two parallel GaAs membranes, separated at a distance d.  The top membrane has a n 

layer at the bottom, the lower membrane a p layer on top. The upper membrane can be vertically actuated, the 

lower membrane can be considered to be fixed. The p-i-n junction diode has a built in potential Vbi close to that 

of the bandgap of GaAs (1.4V). The membranes have a different built in potential vbi of around 0.2 V [Source 

BEP]. In the gap between both membranes exist an electric field Ein caused by vbi. This Ein causes  a small 

downward buckling of the upper membrane, although very small (nm) compared to the intermembrane 

distance d ~240nm.  

The resonant wavelength of the split cavity modes (symmetric and antisymmetric modes) depends strongly on 

the distance d between both the membranes (see figure 5, part I) [7]. The actuation resolution of the NOEMS 

device;  ∆λmin, is around 100 fm, for photocurrent measurements and with laser source modulation and a lock-

in amplifier. Without modulation  ∆λmin = 5pm is only achievable., In the case of PL, the wavelength resolution is 

even larger; ∆λmin =50 pm.  In the latter case it means that the external field needs to be much higher relatively 

and thus the device is less sensitive.  

The  smallest possible change in intermembrane distance ∆𝑥𝑚𝑖𝑛 is determined via the coupling parameter  

𝑑𝜆/𝑑𝑥.  From the theoretical simulations of figure 2 right, the change in wavelength 𝑑𝜆/𝑑𝑥, at d=240 nm is 

roughly equal to 1/8.  Solving for ∆𝑥𝑚𝑖𝑛  for ∆λmin, =100 fm : 

∆𝑥𝑚𝑖𝑛 =
∆𝜆𝑚𝑖𝑛

𝑑𝜆

𝑑𝑥

=
100 𝑓𝑚

1/8
= 800 𝑓𝑚    (9.1) 

 

         

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure (2).  Model of the force F (blue)  on the membrane, exerted by the external applied electric field Eext, through a uniform electric field.   
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The minimal force F, that is exerted on the upper membrane when subjected to an Eext, can be defined as 

follows:  

𝐹 = 𝑘 ∗ ∆𝑥𝑚𝑖𝑛     (9.2) 

with k being the internal spring constant [N/m] of the upper membrane and ∆𝑥𝑚𝑖𝑛  the minimal change in 

intermembrane distance [m]. From the BEP study and simulations, k is found to be in the order of ~5 N/m, see 

table 1.  

From electrostatic theory, it can be found that the force F, on the membrane, is also equal to the charge on the 
membrane surface multiplied with applied external electric field Eext: 

𝐹 = 𝑄 ∗ 𝐸𝑒𝑥𝑡      (9.3) 

which is also known as the electric force.  

The charge Q on the membrane surface can be found from the built in potential vbi, from electrostatic parallel 

plate theory. It is stated that: 

𝑣𝑏𝑖 = 𝐸𝑖𝑛 ∗ 𝑑     (9.4) 

With Ein [V/m]being the internal electric field caused by the built in potential vbi of the membrane charges, and 

d being the intermembrane distance [nm]. To find the relation between the charge Q and the built in potential 

vbi, a Gauss surface  A,  around the membrane with charge Q can be taken: 

∯ 𝐸 ∙ 𝑑𝐴 =
𝑄

0 𝑟
→

𝑄

𝐴
= 휀0휀𝑟𝐸𝑏𝑖 = 휀0휀𝑟

𝑣𝑏𝑖

𝑑
  (9.5) 

Solving equation (9.1), (9.2), (9.3), (9.4) and (9.5) results in: 

𝐸𝑒𝑥𝑡 =
𝑘∗∆𝜆𝑚𝑖𝑛∗ 𝑑

0∗𝑣𝑏𝑖∗𝐴∗
𝑑𝜆

𝑑𝑥

     (9.6) 

with휀𝑟 being equal to 1, because the electric field is in air. The external applied field would decrease the 

intermembrane distance d, resulting in a different built in field Ein, but because the change in distance d is so 

small, d can be considered to be at equilibrium distance ~240nm at zero bias.  
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10. PARAMETER CONSTRAINT ANALYSIS 

10.1 PARAMETER ANALYSIS 

The model of equation (9.6) shows various parameters (table 1) that can be designed, measured and influenced 

in order to control the sensitivity to Eext. A high sensitivity of the NOEMS device would mean that Eext should be 

as low as possible. This would make it feasible to detect electric fields with high sensitivity. The following 

parameter constraint analysis shows possible improvements and limit of design parameters.  

Table 1. The parameters of equation (10.6). Shown are the values determined either experimentally or via simulation, figure 2, right. Of 

course the parameters may vary per device and sample. Here the Z1028 ohmic contact sample was used. The third column shows whether 

the parameter should increase or decrease to lower the value Eext, and increase the sensitivity for external electric field measurements.  

 

  

Parameter Experimental/simulation value Change of the parameter to 

decrease Eext 

k [N/m] 5 decrease 

d [nm] 240 decrease 

vbi [V] ~0.2 increase 

A [µm
2
] ~100

 
increase 

∆𝜆𝑚𝑖𝑛 [fm] 12.5  decrease 

𝑑𝜆

𝑑𝑥
 [nm/nm] 1/8 increase 
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10.2 THEORETICAL IMPROVEMENTS 

 

Table 2. Effective-and surface area of devices per row. The effective area Aeff is 16 µm2 smaller. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. The elastic constant k, should decrease. This would mean that the flexible upper membrane becomes 

even more flexible. This could be achieved by designing the mechanical support of the membrane. For 

example making the membranes with a spring constant of 1 N/m, would lower Eext by ~4 to 10 for 

various devices (table 3). Also making the area of the bridge membranes larges, would decrease k.  

 

2. Making the bridge surface Aeff, (effective suspended membrane, without the 4 connection parts) larger  

would make the membrane more flexible. However, there is a hard limit to increasing the bridge 

surface area, which is around 20*20 µm
2
. This is due to the fabrication process. A too large bridge 

would collapse, destroying the device in the process. The fabrication processes already uses critical 

point drying (CPD), as opposed to air drying which destroys the device due to intermembrane capillary 

forces. Each set of two rows of devices in table 2, has a different effective bridge surface Aeff.  

 

Each device is produced in rows on the sample, multiple parameters of design are changed per row 

and device. Table 2 shows the effective surface are Aeff used for equation (9.6) and the total surface 

area A (with connection bridges).  
  

3. The intermembrane distance d could be lowered to 100 nm, from the current value of 240 nm. 

Decreasing d would also mean increasing the 𝑑𝜆/𝑑𝑥, as from figure 2 right, therefore making the 

tuning more sensitive per change in intermembrane distance.  

 

4. The device has a relatively small built in potential, vbi. Anticipated was that that vbi would be in the 

same order as the GaAs bandgap value (1.2V at 300K), but from part I, it was found to be around ~0.2 

V. This means a lower charge Q on the membrane, and from equation (9.6) a higher Eext. One way to 

increase vbi would be by applying a reverse bias onto the membranes, which would increase the built 

in potential. Although this approach increases the sensitivity, it removes the ability to measure electric 

fields without needing external electronic connections, which is not the ideal ‘out of the lab’ situation. 

 

5. The wavelength resolution ∆𝜆𝑚𝑖𝑛 is dependent on the measurement technique, and has an theoretical 

limit in the order of  1fm/Hz
1/2

. ∆𝜆𝑚𝑖𝑛  = 100 fm is the minimal value for the wavelength resolution 

achievable with the current lab setup and the use of signal modulation with a lock-in amplifier. It gives 

the best electric field sensitivity (table 3). With the PL setup {4.5} the resolution is much lower ∆𝜆𝑚𝑖𝑛  = 

50 pm. The minimal electric fields (table 3) required for this setup  are not possible with the setup of 

the lab {5.1}.  

Device (row on sample Z1028) Aeff [µm
2
] 

A,B  
96 

C,D 
112 

E,F 
128 

G,H 
144 
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The theoretical limit of ∆𝜆𝑚𝑖𝑛 can be reached by looking at the (thermal) energy of the system. The 

membrane will always vibrate even at the minimal possible energy level, because there is always a 

temperature above absolute zero Kelvin present. This means that the potential energy stored in the 

membrane is equal to the thermal energy: 

 

𝑘∆𝑥𝑚𝑖𝑛
2 = 𝑘𝑏𝑇     (11.1) 

 

With k the spring constant [~5 N/m] of the membrane, kb the Boltzmann constant and T the 

temperature in Kelvin [300K]. Solving for the minimal intermembrane displacement ∆xmin: 

 

∆𝑥𝑚𝑖𝑛,𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 ≈ 29 𝑝𝑚   (11.2) 

 

From this follows with equation (2.1) ∆𝜆𝑚𝑖𝑛,𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙  = 3.6 pm. This value is still much larger than 1 

fm but ∆𝑥𝑚𝑖𝑛,𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙  can be seen as the amplitude across the whole bandwidth. Looking at a 

specific small range for long enough time, and using modulation with a lock-in amplifier would make 1 

fm the theoretical limit.  

 

 

11. EXPERIMENTAL PROPOSITION   

For various devices, measured in part I, the required Eext is calculated from equation (9.6). This would provide 
an first order estimate of the required Eext field to observe ∆𝜆𝑚𝑖𝑛. The following table shows the calculated Eext 
for both values of ∆λmin as described in Chapter {9}. 

Table 3. Parameter data for various devices of sample Z1028, for calculating the external applied electric field (last column) for the two 
values of ∆λmin mentioned in Chapter {9}.  

Device k [N/m] vbi [V] ∆λmin=100 fm 

Eext [V/mm] 

∆λmin=5 pm 

Eext [V/mm] 

A10 3.70 0.18 46.5 2.3*10
3
 

B7 5.77 0.10 131.7 6.5*10
3
 

E5 5.06 0.09 96.04 4.8*10
3
 

F6 5.39 0.06 152.5 7.6*10
3
 

G8 9.99 0.07 215.2 1.1*10
3
 

H5 4.70 0.12 59.0 2.95*10
3
 

Average: �̅�=5.8 𝑣𝑏𝑖̅̅ ̅̅ =0.1 𝐸𝑒𝑥𝑡
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅=116  𝐸𝑒𝑥𝑡

̅̅ ̅̅ ̅= 4.2*10
3 

This data is calculated assuming a wavelength resolution of ∆𝜆𝑚𝑖𝑛 = 100 fm and ∆𝜆𝑚𝑖𝑛= 50 pm. Should these 

values be more conservative, for example in the ~100 pm region Eext would be significantly higher and the 

device thus less sensitive. If no signal modulation is used, for the case ∆𝜆𝑚𝑖𝑛 = 5pm, the electric field is found to 

be: Eext = 2.3*10
3
 V/mm. It can be seen from table 2 and table 3 when indeed the spring constant k increases, 

the value for Eext  goes up. Also a decrease in built in potential vbi shows an increase in Eext.  This is in correlation 

with table 1 and equation (9.6).  
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11.1 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND MODEL 

The sample (Z1028, ohmic contacts) is placed on a thin metal plate (ground). This plate is connected to a 

voltage source available in the lab (max 50V) and a single finger probe. The ground metal plate and probe form 

a parallel plate capacitor, figure 3. This probe is much larger than the  cavity. It is made of a 22 micron wire 

with at the end a sharp tip of 1 micron radius. The cavity and quantum dot (QD) diode probes (2 and 3 fingers 

resp.) are placed on the respective gold contact pads. The cavity probe (figure 3, right and middle) is then 

connected via a 10kΩ resistance to a voltage source (Yokokawa GS200) and the QD diode via a 30kΩ to a 

voltage meter (Keithley 2000). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

Figure 3. Right: Parallel plate capacitor with a partially filled GaAs dielectric media 𝜅. The single finger probe is modeled here to be a metal 

plate, because of the size relative to the device and to  approximate a parallel electric field. The total distance between both plates D = 450 

µm, the distance probe (upper plate) to sample is X=50 µm. A bias is applied (V). [source: Rochester.edu]. Middle: Top view image of the 

device with both 2 and 3-fingers probes attached (upper and lower resp.) and the electric field probe near the membrane (sharp tip). Note 

that during the electric field measurements the tip was closer to the membrane and centered near the cavity. Left: Overview image of the 

setup, see figure 8 part I, for the component discussion.  

The model assumes the single finger probe to be in approximately X=50 µm distance from the sample surface. 

The produced electric field Eext will be by approximation parallel and uniform. The sample has a large substrate 

thickness (GaAs, 400 µm) which has an intrinsic dielectric constant 𝜅 of 12.9. This will change the potential 

difference Δ𝑉 that is needed to produce the desired Eext  (table 3). The electric field in air, Eext, will be related to 

the electric field in the dielectric media Ed via: 

𝐸𝑑 =
1

𝜅
𝐸𝑒𝑥𝑡     (11.1) 

According to electrostatic parallel capacitor plate theory the electric fields of a partially dielectric filled plate 

capacitor (figure (3)) can be found via: 

Δ𝑉 = − ∫
𝐸𝑒𝑥𝑡

𝜅
𝑑𝑦

𝐷−𝑋

0
− ∫ 𝐸𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑑𝑦

𝐷

𝐷−𝑋
  (11.2) 

⇒ Δ𝑉 = −𝐸𝑒𝑥𝑡(
𝐷−𝑋(1−𝜅)

𝜅
)    (11.3) 

Substitute the parameter values, based on  ∆𝜆𝑚𝑖𝑛 =100 fm (with modulation, see Chapter {11.5}) and ∆𝜆𝑚𝑖𝑛= 5 

pm, in equation (11.3) yields for the minimal applied Eext, the potential difference Δ𝑉 ≈ 0.94 𝑉 and Δ𝑉 ≈

340 𝑉 respectively.  The first value is sufficiently small that it can easily be achieved with the equipment 

X 
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available in the lab. For ∆𝜆𝑚𝑖𝑛= 5 pm this is not possible however, because the voltage is way higher than the 

maximum achievable voltage (50V).  

11.3 ELECTRIC FIELD SENSING WITH PHOTOCURRENT AND UNDER BIAS  

The first step to test the electric field sensing capability of the double membrane NOEMS device (sample 

Z1028, ohmic contacts) would be to work with an external applied reverse bias. This reverse bias (around -3V) 

is supplied to membranes via a two finger probe (signal and ground) to the cavity diode gold plated contacts. 

The reverse bias would increase the charge on the membranes and internal electric field Ein. The resulting 

increase in vbi would decrease the intermembrane distance d, and in turn increase the tuning wavelength 

gradient 𝑑𝜆/𝑑𝑥. From equation (9.6) this would reduce Eext (e.g. device A10, applied bias; 4 V: Eext, 4V =26.2 

V/m.).  

A 10 kΩ resistor is placed at the cavity probe (with the Yokokawa GS200, -4V bias) voltage source. At the QD 

probe a 30 kΩ resistor is connected. The photocurrent is detected by the Keithley 2000 voltmeter. The 

resonant laser (Santec) is placed on the cavity at 10mW, with a wavelength around 1300 nm. With a XYZ 

movable platform, manual and piezoelectric fine tuning is possible to align the laser on the cavity. The 

(photocurrent) data is acquired  through LabView, which can then be exported and analyzed to assess the 

tuning of wavelength spectra ∆λ and thus electric field sensing capabilities. More details of the used 

components in part I, Chapter {5}.  

The wavelength tuning resolution is improved with modulation. This allows for highly accurate determination 

of the position of the resonance wavelength, and is described in {11.6}.  

11.4 ELECTRIC FIELD SENSING WITH PHOTOCURRENT (NO BIAS)  

The second step in electric field sensing measurement testing would be without applying a reverse bias to the 

NOEMS device. This means a lower vbi, and therefore the sensitivity of the NOEMS device goes down. Both the 

cavity and QD probes are attached to the respective contacts. This allows for the measurement of the 

photocurrent through the diode. The setup is the same as described in {11.3}, but without the bias applied by 

the Yokokawa GS200 voltage source. Again the Santec laser is used with a 10mW, 1300 nm wavelength laser.  

Data is acquired and assessed through LabView.  
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11.5 ELECTRIC FIELD SENSING WITH PHOTOLUMINESCENCE 

The last step would be to test the NOEMS device without any electrical probes attached. This situation is closer 

to that of a future ‘out of the lab’ device use, so no photocurrent can be detected because of the absence of 

external electric components. However this means reading the wavelength tuning with a photoluminescence 

setup. The problem with the PL setup is that the region outside 1150-1300 nm cannot be measured. Secondly 

the QD’s do not emit an uniform intensity across all this spectrum. Future research may employ a reflection 

setup, so that the resonances are detected with an external tunable laser. This will give more accurate intensity 

measurements, but is also more difficult to implement as compared to PL.  

Improved electric field sensing should be demonstrated by using an (unknown) external electric field E. Then 

from the acquired PL data the wavelength spectral shift ∆𝜆 can obtained, and this can be used to find the 

external electric field Eext of equation (9.6).  

11.6 MODULATION 

Figure 4. Mode spectrum (red) and the resulting resonance modulating signal (green). The measurement was done with no applied bias and 

reading the photocurrent, a AC signal of 100mV, a modulation frequency of 600 Hz and a 30kΩ load resistor.  

The wavelength tuning measurement accuracy is mostly limited by background absorption and spectral 

resolution. A technique called modulation with the aid of a lock-In amplifier makes it possible to detect very 

small photocurrent changes – and thus the mode peak position-- even in the presence of large noise. The Lock-

in amplifier is in a sense an advanced AC voltage meter and is also known as a phase sensitive voltmeter. The 

neat feature of this device comes from the fact that the amplifier only responds  to a portion of the input signal 

that occurs at a certain reference frequency [Armen].  

The setup works as follows; the photocurrent of the device is measured at a certain mode peak wavelength (or 

frequency 𝜔). The bias voltage  𝑉𝐷𝐶  is being modulated which means that a sinusoidal signal (AC) is added to 

the tuning voltage 𝑉𝑡𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔: 

𝑉𝑡𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔(𝑡) = 𝑉𝐷𝐶 + 𝐴𝑠𝑖𝑛(Ω𝑡 + Φ)  (11.5) 

with 𝛺 the modulation frequency ( ~600 Hz), 𝛷 the phase (set to zero) and modulation amplitude A. The AC 

voltage is obtained from the oscillator of the lock in amplifier. The membrane position is now oscillating. This 
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amplitude A is set to be sufficiently small (100mV) which means that the output can be approximated by a 

Taylor expansion around the central cavity frequency 𝜔0: corresponding to VDC.(R=30 kΩ) 

𝑉𝑑𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟(𝑡) = 𝑉(𝜔0) +  𝑅 ∗
𝑑𝐼𝑝ℎ

𝑑𝜆
|

𝜆=𝜆0

𝑑𝜆

𝑑𝑣
𝑠𝑖𝑛( Ω𝑡)  (11.6) 

with 𝑑𝜆/𝑑𝑣 the wavelength tuning for a giving modulation amplitude A. Now the lock-in amplifier mixes 

𝑉𝑡𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔and 𝑉𝑑𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟  and runs the result through  a low pass  filter which gives: 

𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡  ≈
𝐴

√2
 𝑅 ∗

𝑑𝐼𝑝ℎ

𝑑𝜔
|

𝜔=𝜔0
𝑠𝑖𝑛( Ω𝑡)   (11.7) 

The important result of this modulation technique is that resonance is observed in a very small bandwidth, and 

therefore has very low noise. It is interesting to note that not only is the output signal proportional to the 

modulation amplitude A but also to the derivative of the response with respect to the input signal. This means 

that the output changes sign exactly at the peak of the spectral mode (see figure 4) and thus the mode peak 

can be determined far more precise than without modulation, which will increase the sensitivity of the electric 

field measurements [19, 7] .   
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12. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

         

        

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.Left: Wavelength tuning of device H5, Sample Z1028. Note that the slope changes as the electric field probe voltage is increased. 

The wavelength tuning is expected to be larger, see figure 6. Right: Biased (-3V) wavelength tuning. This clearly shows a redshift (0.05nm) 

when the electric field probe voltage is increased. Measurements where done with 10mW laser power and a AC amplitude of 50mV.  

Figure 5 shows the wavelength tuning ∆𝜆 of --device H5 sample Z1028-- for a applied bias of 0V and -3V (left 

and right, resp. The zero bias curve shows very little change in wavelength tuning around zero measured with 

the lock-in amplifier of {12.6}. It does however show a change in slope when the voltage on the electric field 

probe is increased (negative voltage). This could mean that the wavelength tuning curve is horizontally shifted 

changing the modulation amplitude and therefore the slope is changed. Although this is not expected, only a 

vertical shift of the tuning curve should occur. To increase the sensitivity a DC bias of -3V does show a red shift 

in tuning wavelength of 0.05nm, figure 5 right. The red shift is in accordance with model (9.6) predictions. 

Because the electric field probe is negatively charged and the upper membrane positively charged the 

membrane should be attracted. This would induce a (increased) redshift of the resonant mode. Also the slope 

of both curves are slight different (6.04 nA/nm) indicating again the same principle as mentioned before.  

A better result, proof of concept for zero DC bias tuning with modulation, was obtained from device F6, sample 

Z1028 as seen in figure 6. This measurement was done at zero applied DC bias to the cavity and a laser power 

of 10 mW. The measurements were done at -30V, -15V 0V, 15V and 30V probe electric field voltages. When the 

electric field probe was charged negatively there was indeed a redshift (0.05 -0.08 nm) and vice versa. Also the 

tuning between -15V and -30V is larger than between 0V and -15V (0.009 nm). The 30V electric field 

wavelength tuning is expected to have a larger blue shift. Although this is not seen in figure 6. During the 30V 

measurements a possible explanation was found. The tip of the electric field probe could sometimes attract to 

the sample surface and collapse on the gold plated contact. This would negatively influence the measurement 

making it difficult to acquire suitable data. This collapse is possible because when the laser beam is focused on 

the cavity, the translational stage –see figure 8, part I – is moving the entire sample upwards toward the 

electric field probe. This makes the distance (x, figure 3) even smaller. The strong electric field could bend the –

relatively flexible-- 22 micron probe tip. This is an important assumption because it would mean that during 

each measurement the distance between the tip and the sample might not be constant, but depended on the 

electric field probe voltage. This in-turn would change the external applied field. This was tested for -15 V and 

+15 V external electric field voltage, by manually focusing the objective on the probe tip at different applied 

voltages. This does not show (visible) bending of the probe tip.  
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Figure 6. Wavelength tuning for zero applied bias. 10 mW laser power and an AC amplitude of 50 mV. A red and blue shift can be seen for 

negative and positive electric field voltages resp.  

This would also lead to a problem of determining the exact applied external field, as the distance D (figure 3) is 

an unknown parameter, but is estimated to be in the order of 20-100 micrometer. This would give the field 

sensitivity of table 3 (with modulation). 

The experimental setup of {12.1} was difficult to handle and control. The sample is placed on the metal bottom 

plate  and insulation of this plate is of great importance. The metal clamp that holds the sample into place is 

not allowed to touch the ground plate as it would also become part of the electric field and induce extra 

charges on the sample. Insulating tape was used to try to prevent this. It also proved to be difficult to correctly 

place the sample, maintaining insulation and ensuring a good positioning of the sample beneath the optical 

objective and the two finger manipulators (see figure (3)). There is quite a large length scale of the sample to 

be traversed in the xy plane (mm range) -- for the finger probes to reach the devices-- but the manipulators 

have limited actuation in the x, y and z direction (few mm). The electric field probe is connected to a 

manipulator which is not on the same translation stage as the two finger probe manipulators. This means that 

again the degree of freedom is limited to ensure the electric field probe can reach the devices close enough. 

Finally the electric field probe manipulator did not have the same xyz direction controllability as the finger 

probe manipulators. This means that aligning the tip of the electric field probe is difficult (see figure 3 for a 

successful setup). It happened with several devices that the tip of the probe hit the sample, in the worst case 

hitting the device (membrane) itself, destroying it completely. This made the measurement process 

increasingly difficult. A better way would be to attach the electric field probe on the same translational stage as 

the finger probes, place it perpendicular to them and using the same type of manipulator.  

Unfortunately the electric field measurements with the PL setup -- Chapter {11.5} – did not succeed. This is due 

to the problems with the PL measurements as described in Chapter {6.1}. Further measurements are required 

to find electric field measurements without any electric wiring attached to the sample(s).   
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13. OUTLOOK 

During the internship advances were made towards measuring electric field with the NOEMS devices. This was 

done with measuring photocurrent and modulation. The next step would be to measure the electric field 

sensing capability without using photocurrent and with PL instead. This would have been performed during this 

internship but did not succeed due to problems with the PL setup. Also the difference in built in potential  of 

the membranes could be a point of further research, as the PL measurement did show an increase in value. For 

example measurements towards the influence of laser light induced charges on the surface would be 

important. The surface charges might be investigated with techniques like kelvin probe force microscopy [20].  

This could give more insight in the charge concentration of the diode junction. Improvements were proposed 

to better measure the electric field sensing, without experiencing the negative impacts of the setup alignment 

and limitations. None the less advances were made towards a proof of concept for external electric field 

sensing, where no external electric wiring is required.  
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APPENDIX  

 

Table 4. Experimental data for various devices of samples Z1028 and Z884. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sample Device k [N/m] vbi [V] 

Z1028 A10 3.70±0.09 0.18±0.005 

Z1028 B7 5.77±0.16 0.10±0.007 

Z1028 E5 5.06±0.08 0.09±0.004 

Z1028 F6 5.39±0.14 0.06±0.008 

Z1028 G8 9.99±0.20 0.07±0.006 

Z1028 H5 4.70±0.25 0.12±0.009 

Z884 A4 4.50±0.2 0.20 ±0.02 

Z884 A7 2.73±0.08 0.16±0.007 

Z884 E7 2.86±0.06 0.16± 0.007  


